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PREFACE

The necessity to provide informative guidelines in certain

aspects ~f food manufacturing in Ghana is on the increase because

of the rapid growth of the food industries.

One such aspect is in food packaging - which is thG use

of containers ana. components plus decoration or labeling to

protect, c,o:y~c.inand identify merchandise and facilitate use of

products.

'I'oday , virtually all manuf'ac tured or proce ssed foods

require packaging in some phase of production or distributio:n.

Increas ingly, this packaging function demands spec ialised skills,

machines and facilities to produce packages that meet on8 or more of

four basic needs of protection, utility, motivation and profitability_

Unfortunately, the packaging function in food manufacturing is

little understood in this country.

In an effort to make those who are concerned in one way or

the other with food manufacture, aware of the importance of food

packaging that this report has been prepared. The' rep~rt discusses

the many problems with packaging in metal, glass and flexible

containers and in traditional packaging materials and makes

suggestions and recommendations. It calls on some agencies of the

government to co-operate with the food packager iriproviding his

basic needs - the packaging materials.

Accra
October 1968

Ben L. Lartey
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INTRODUCTION

The word "package" originally meant a "bale or bundle of
goods". In the food industries, the word is normally used to mean
the basic unit in which a food article is initially packed and
delivered to the ultimate purchaser or consumer. Consequently,
"package" has come to mean any receptacle or carton in rrhich a food
commodity is packed as well as any wrappings in which it is enclosed
and put up for sale.

Fooa is packaged for four primary reasons:-
a) to protect the product from contamination by

macro-organisms, and filth;
b) to retard. or prevent either loss or gain of moisture;
c) to shield the product from oxygen, othor gases or

odours and light;
d) to facilitate handling and prevent physical damage

during handling.
A wide varie~ of materials is available for millcingpackages

for food products. However, for a material to be satisfactory for
food packaging it must be clean and free from substances that might
affect the flavour, odour, composition or micro-biological quality
of the packaged food, and in the case of paper packages, the stock
should be virgin chemical or mechanical pulp.

In Ghana, foods are packaged in metal and g+ass containers,
flexible packaging materials and traditional packaging materials.
In most cases the primary purpose of the container is to ensure
protection of its contents from contamination or deterioration and/or
serve as a unit of sale. Very often due regard iSl10t paid to other
attributes of the container. The prohLems which some of these
atrbr-i.bu'bes present as well as other areas of food )c:.c\:..lGin&which
need ir:nnediateattention, are discussed in this re.;?ort•
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PACKAGING IN METAL CONTAINERS

The metal container used for packaging in Ghana is the
tinplate can. The tinplate is actually made of steel bearing a thin
coating of tin applied either by hot-dipping or by e1ectrode-
position. For SOme foods, such as fruits, vegetables-and meat product~,
the tinp~ate whether hot-dipped or electrolytic, needs to be
protected ~gainst chemical interaction of the contents and the metal
hy an organic protective coating of lacquer. The formulation of a
lacquer suitable for coating the interior of food containers is not
an easy matter, as in addition to possessing a high degree of
adhesion, elastic it.y, and toughness, the lacquer must be odour1ess,
non-toxic, and unaffected by the foodstuffs with which it comes into

contact, and must not impart any flavour to the can content~
Furthermore, the lacquer must be stable over a wide temperature

range and not breakdown during prace ssing.

Some FOOQ Cans In Use:
Table 1 shows some of the common food cans used in Ghana.

The nomenclature usually employed in can dimensions aV0ids the
confusion incident to conflicting local names of cans. In this

system the cans are identified by a statement of their dimensions
(overall diameter and over-all height). Each dimension is expressed

as a number of three digits. The left-hand digit'gives the ~umber
of whole inches, while the two right-hand digits give the additional

fraction of the dimension expressed as sixteenths of an inch.
Th 3 1 • h d" t 4- 11 - tus a '6 ~nc ~ame er and fb ~nches high can, is referred 0

by the canner as 301 by 4-11.

Most of the locally-manufactured cans however, do not conform
to international standards because no production control of the
cans is undertaken.

•.•/3.
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SOMECOMMONFOODCANS
USEDIN GHANA

Table 1

N~ S~ Food~ fo:rCan Name Diameter Height Canner's con nts w ch ordJ.narJ.-
(ins.) (ins) Designation (Fl.ozs) 1y used

Garden eggs
groundnut

No.1 Tall 1 411 301 x 411 15 soup,pine apple
Can 316 16 juice, okro,

snail,
kontomire ,
palm oil

Fruits, Vege-
tables, e.g.
tomato pure e ,

1 11 eorn-on-the-
A 2.1. 416 416 401 x 4-11 26 cob, sliced2

yams, pine- ,

apple juice,
pineapple
slices.

10 .300x 210 8 Pepper pure e,- 3 216
Mango juice-.-

2~ oz 21i 8
1 1b 203 x 108 Tomato puree

2 (3tIlall size)

2 11 6 juice- 2 - 3- 202 x 311 Tomato16 16

Prohlems with packaging in metal containers:
In G-hana, the principal problems with packaging in metal contains are:

corrosion of metal container3; labelling coding of cans; and foreign flavours
in canned foods.

•.•/4.
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Corrosion of Metal Containers:

One of the chief souroes of loss in the canning industry is
corrosion, as sll types of foods tend, in some measure, to attack
the interior of the tinplate container. Furthermore, the outside
of the container may also be subjected to atmospheric corrosion.

In Ghana, some of the tinplate containers used in the canning
industry are fabricated locally from imported lacquered and
unlacquered ~inplate sheets •. In the fruit and vegetable canning
industry corrosion is very common , and the main tYl)eS of corrosion
found in this industry are:- a) Internal corrosion; b) External corrosion.

l..!l"tornalCorrosion:
The principal manifestatioI18 of internal cO:L'l'o:oionare:-
i. the formation of hydrogen swells ani ~crforations;

ii. the discoloration of the interior of the can an~6r
its contents.

&,d.rof)6nSwell
This is a description of cans which bulge as the results of

formation of hydrogen following internal corrosion of the can.
Containers or cans for fruits and vegetable packs are either plain,
(i.e. unLecquer-ed.) or lacqured tinplate •..In the plain cans corrosion
tends to occur by the gradual solution of the tin coating over wide
areas and the simultaneous deposition of hydrogen at the bare area of
steel, with some local action at the steel itself. The local action
on the steel becomes so rapid that enough gas is produoed to distend
the ends of the can.

In the lacquered can, the lacquer film covers. both steel; and
also the tin coating, but the fabrication of the lacquered sheet
damages the lacquered film and at times causes fraoture of the tin
coating,particular~ at the side seam and the shoulder of the can end.
At these points corrosion is likely to occur •. To impl~ve the
coverage of lacquers, cans should be lacqured afce r fabrication by

... /5.
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flushing, or spraying. No facilities, however, exist for post-
lacquering of fabricated cans in canneries where c~n fabrication
is undertaken. Initially, the cost of post-lacquering cans may
be greater than plain cans, but the increase must bo offset against
the decrease in losses due to corrosion and the elimination of the
risk of discoloration which is liable to occur in cans vrhe re the
lacquer coating is damaged and the metal surface exposed.

Table 2 shows the weights of three batches of exhausted and
sealed A 2~ cans of pineapple slices in sYrUP which were supposed
to have a weight of 30 ozs. (852.5 gms) after retorting. Such
overfilling can cause distortion of can ends during storage.

Table 2
Wt. of slices + syrup (exhausted and double-seamed)

in A 2~ cans
Batch 1 Batch 2 Batch 3
(ozs) (o ss ) ( o as )

31.4 31.9 31.9

32.1 31.6 32.9
-~--

31.9 31.3 30.6
---.

31.5 30.6 30.6

31.9 30.9 31.3
31.8 31.8 32.1

..• /6.
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Discoloration of the in-terior of
the can and/or its contents:

This type of discoloration may be due to II su'Iphur-ste irdng''
or detining.

In meat products like corned beef which contains sulphur-
containing proteins, hydrogen sulphide or organic sulphur compounds
are liberated vrhen heated.' These compounds then react ••ith the
tin and any exposed iron of the tinplate to form tin and iron
sulphicles which are dark in colour.' The stains usuc.lly follol1
definite patterns due to the pr-ef'ererrtd.a.l,' staining 0:" tho tin surface.
The G.ugree or intensity of staining varies ••ith tho tinple.te, the
protein and protein-iike substances and pH of the Il10C.t contents, and
the ecse Hith which the SUlphur compounds are libarc:.ted.

The staining is also affected by the presence of oxygen
inside the pack.' These stains in most case s,'do not affect the
nutritional value or the palatability of the food and are on~
objectionable from the aesthetic angle.

In order to prevent sulphur-staining such foods should be
packed in cana lined with suIphur-eresd.stdng lacquer (known as S.'R.
lao~ered cans); This lacquer contains tine oxide, which combines
••ith the sulphur forming zinc sulphide, forming non':'darkpigmentation
of the tin compound.

Some cans, containing fruits and vegetab1es'have also been
observed to show excessive interior staining. Such staining have
been observed in canned garden eggs (Solanum melongena) double
concentrates of mango pulp (magnifera indica) and tomato concentrates
(Lycopersicum esculentum) as shown in plate 1 pa@8 ••••• In the
garden eggs and mango pulp concentrate packs, both the intorior of the
can and the contents wer-e heavily stained as to render the oontents
unfit for human consumpt Lon; The discoloration in 'those packs ••as
due to the attack on the tin-plate by the can contents. In most
cases 'cho internal surface of the can developed an il~l'eGule..rpattern
known as "feathering" ~

... /7.



Interior Corrosion in locally-canned products
Fig.1. Pineapple Cubes; Fig.2. Tomato Puree
Fig 3. Tomato Puree (Large size)

Plate 1.
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The extent of this pattern development is generally not a
good guide to the tin content of the food, but severe attack can
result in the whole internal surface of the can taking on a dull
grey colour which is easily recognised.
External Corrosion:

Although, the internal corrosion of the pack is of primary
importance, corrosion of the exterior surface of the can must be
taken into account, as addition to the unsightly appearance of the
container severe external corrosion may lead to losses through
perforations of the can.

In most examples of external corrosion, the tin coating is
cathodic to exposed steel and the latter corrodes preferentially,
Le Ldin.::,eventually to the formation of rust at discontinuities in
the ooating.

Mois·~uro on Cans:

The type of external corrosion occuring most in our canning
factories is that due to moisture on cans. There nre several
example~ of this. One such example is the frequent casing of wet
cans at temperatures sufficiently lo~ that they do not dry quickly.
The avera~ temperature of the contents of the can is required to
be be~een 95 to 1000F (35 to 37.8oC) at the time of casing.

This ensures that the cans retain enough heat to dry off
surface moisture. Cans put into cases at temperatures much below
95°F (35°C) therefore stay wet for a considerable time since the heat
remaining in the cans is not sufficient to evaporate the moisture
from the surface of the cans. The effect is even aggravated when the
cased cans are pilled in the inner portions of large stacks, especially
when they are cased in fibre board containers. Rusting usually commences
at the side and end seams where the tinplate has been subjected to
the greatest mechanical strain during fabrication.

. .. /8.
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The occurrence of such corrosion can be controlled by
controlling the cooling process so that cans are at the right
temperature when they are cased.

Another cornman type of corrosion in warehouses is the con-
densation of moisture on the surface of the can from the surrounding
air. In the canning industry it is called "~leatinef and occurs
only when the temperature of the can surface is at or beloVl the dew
point that is ~ufficiently colder than the surrounding air to condense
moisture from it. The prevalence of high humidity and temperature
in cannery warehouses makes conditions optimum for sweating. Proper
air circulation and ventilation around staoks and adequate temperature
control to keep warehouse atmosphere dry can minimize the danger of
sY7eating.

Rust formation due to sv.eating is also of frequent occurrence
in the stores and on the shelves of most departmental stores.

In some factories, storage areas for both empty and filled
cans are in close proxicity to processing floors and steam escaping
Uito these areas cause rusting after condensa~ion on the cans. Where
storage areas are near to processing rooms, c~e latter should either
be Hell ventilated so as to take moisture laden ,-~ir [may from
warehoused goods or hoods should be provided for equipment which
c;ives off steam.

~tl:5ion:
Abrasion of the tin coating through handling ~lhere in the

cannery invites rusting by exposing the base steel of the tinplate.
Improper handling in can runa-ways, gravity drops, retort baskets,
and of tinplate sheets before fabrication, as to expose the base
steel of the tinplate, is common in our canneries and this leads to
rust formation.

•.. /9.
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Type of Product:
The packing of acid fruits and of ~roducts in brine, even

under the most carefully controlled conditions, cannot be accomplished
without some degree of spillage, and the external surface of the can
is, therefore, constantly exposed to the )o~~ibility of corrosion
caused by contamination fromihis aource. ?or example when aoid
frllits like pineapples are processed the fruit acid spilled onto the
exterior of the can is constantly transferl~d into the processing
and cooling,water resulting in constantly ll1creasing acidity of the
\later and thereby making condi tiona very conducive to corrosion
development.

Also, brine used in packing tomatoes and garden eggs, cause
an increase in the salt content of the cooling water through spillage
and thereby lead to corrosion. At times, cans may have dirt or
spilla~ material on their exterior surface which usually becomes
baked on during heat-processing, after which they are extremely
difficult to remove, and thus leads to corrosion in storage. Such
corrosion developments can be overcome by effective washing of
sealed cans.
Labelling

One aspect of food packaging which has not received proper
consideration in food manufacture in Ghana is labelling. For, on some
canned foods, incorrect net wei~~s of the contents ,have been declared.
On others, the incorrect net we~ghts have aGon canoelled and the
correct ones substituted in handwriting. Apart froin marring the
appearance of the label, such cancellatioD5 rnis8 some doubts in the
minds of consumers as to the ~nuineness of the declaration of the
actual weight of the can contents. At timos the meanings of sen

contents are also obscure because of improper labelling. An example
of this is shown on a label on a tomato puree nhich reads:

Ing: Presorv. & Essence Solidity 28-30%
Choice of colour and design of labels are substandard in some

cases and the effect produced by the colours are at times unattraotive.
Many locally-canned foods in Ghana therefore, do not have a "buy-me"
appeal.

•••/10.
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Label design is an art and must be practised as all arts are
practised. However, there are no food labelling design artists in
Ghana to undertake such jobs and manufacturers depend solely on their
own creations - creations which may be totally lacking in sales appeal.
Enough individual talents, however, exist in the country to undertake
food labelling design and these can be made use of. Advice can also
be sought from institutions which deal in some measure with food
packaging.
Co~g of Cans

Systematic war-ehousi.ng requires proper im~\.mi:.ificationof cans
and segregation by lots in storage. Quality control of produc tion and
canner-y operations can be recorded in the finishod ~):i."Oductonly by
accur-ete pack coding. This means embossed or ink scamped codes on the
cans, segregation of lots in storage, and plain identification by
carton and warehouse stack card making.

Pack coding is not practised much in the few food cannery
establishments 1n "Ghana, beceuse their importance may not be realized.
Codes, for example, may show raw product quality, variation in any part
of the process, alteration in formulae, errors in preparation of
processing which may be reflected in quality, and line and time of
packing. Time of packing here means not only dates but divisions of
the operating day into shorter periods. In the event of spoilage lots
can be isolated in blocks from the main products. In addition products
of poor quality can be isolated and controlled.

A systeM of can eodinp tha.t can easily be understood by those
who handle the cans in the warehouse, and which separates tho pack
according to whatever variables effect quality may often prevent losses
that could occur through inability to make accurate :separation of
finished products. However, tho separation of the pack into unnecessary
number of small lots adds to warehouse labour cost I consuraea warehouse
space, and increases the possibility of error in handling through
tho i.cr-ehouse,

•••/11.
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Foreign Flavours in Canned Foods
The general Ghanaian public continues to be suspicious of

local~ canned foods even though such foods may be quite safe for human
consumption.

One of the many a ttri butes of qua Li,ty of canned foods of which
the public is suspicious is that of off-flavour or foreign flavour.
The most common causes of these are: the use of insufficiently fresh
raw material; the use of water whose composition is not knovm; the
use of the wr?ng type of lacquered can. Regarding the last factor,
the effect is frequently surprising, and it may amount to just an
unpleasant flavour or to a complete lack of flavour according to
circumstances. For an example, a groundnut (peanut) soup v.hich was
originally processed with fresh beef as one of the ingl'0die:ntsand
expected to retain beef flavour tasted as though the soup ',"<'..S prepared
with chioken after a period of storage.

Upon examination of the can it was observed t;y:.ctbo lacquer
has worn off and hea become incorporated into the soup. Ho~over, the
soup in que stion was not rendered unfit for human consumpt.Lon,

3. PACKAGING IN GLASS CONTAII\TERS

•

Glass is an amorphous, solid solution of oxides of silicon.
calcium, sodium and other elements existing in a vi +recus state,_
Glass has the four outstanding qualities of rigidity, trc.nsparency,
an almost total inertness and ability to be molded into an infinite
number of acourately specified shape s, The rigidity of g1ass is ,
utilized as a factor of strength, as well as to provide a physical
barrier for the protection of its contents. Its cheuq.cal inertness
obviates the need for linings, coating or other protective substanoes
and thus eliminates its reaction with the contents an~ prevents a
natural increase in the cost of the package. The moldability of
glass makes it adaptable io both standardized and speoiali~ed shapes •
Its transparency permits the contents to be inspected at the time of
packing and at the point of purchase. Together ~ith its properties
of odourless, ease of sealing, opening and resealing, ense of filling

•••J12.
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and high storage stability and extended shelf-life of foods packed
in it, it is no wonder that glass is selected as a P:;'C~q~bing
material for a wide variety of foods in Ghana.
Foods 0..:.ck<J.gedin Glass Conte.iners:

j~ong the foods for which glass containers are used as
packaging material are:-

a) Alcoholic beverages, predominantly beer
b) Soft drinks and carbonated soft drinks such as lemonade,

'coca cola, pepsi cola etc.
c) Spirits, such as gin, whisky, brandy etc.
d) Edible vegetable oils such as palm oil (seasoned and

unseasoned), groundnut oil; coconut oil, etc.
e) Fruit Juices and squashes of lime, lemon and orange;
f) Vegetable products such as tomato puree, tomato ketchup;
g) Pr~serves such as j~m, mnrmalade~
h) Sauces such as peepper sauce;

P~oblems with packaging in glass containers:
In spite of the above properties, glass containers have certain

disadvantages which include its weight and fragility, and the effect
of light on its contents. Moreover, oJ. though glass containers are
chemically inert, their closures are not. Also,the unQvailability of
the right type of bottles for specifio purposes, their relative cost
as compared to the cost of their contents, and the limitations or
requirements imposed on these containers by equipment or lack of
equapmcrrc in food processing establishments present i.ddi tional' problema
for th0h~ use in Ghana.

:

The effect of light on contents:
Some bottled carbonated soft drinks and edible vegetable oils

are displayed for sale in the public markets (see plato 2 page •••)
and along street walks often in the heat of the sun•. Although the
heat may contribute to quality changes in these foods, it is rather
the light which sets up photo-chemical reactions in these packs resulting
in loss in nutrients and the development of light-struck flavours and
bleaching.



Edible palm kernel oil (lighter colour) and palm oil
(darker colour) displayed for sale in the sun fn a public market.
Note the various labels on the bottles and on the conical funnel.

Plate 2
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Fragility:
Breakages in foods and drinks bottling factories constitute one

of the biggest problems. Evidence shows that the bursting of bottles
in production line is closely correlated with cracked bottles and
that about 8q1o of cracks in bottles are caused by daou5B during the
wash.ing proce ss1 primarily due to violent contact Hi th tll0 brush
slates c~nc",-funnels where washang machines are used. .i~·lO:i~Cbottle
rraahi.n.; is clone manually, improper handling as well c.stllormal shock
r-ec e.i.ve d by, bottles results in c racks and subsequent bre.:JGlges. Many
bottles used in f'ood packaging have been in circulation for a
considorable length of'time and surface abrasion caused by f'requent
usa~ has reduced their strength potentialities. Consequently, they
crack and breakage under small thermal shocks due to temperature
differentials associated with hot-filling and small impacts with
other bottles.
The availability of glass containers

Only in the beer and carbonated soft drinks trade that the
bottles and caps are easily available and are standardized. This is
due, in a lar~ measure, to the large quantities consumed and the
fact that purchases of these drinks can only be made with empty
bottles. In other trades like the edible oil trade, different types,
shapes and sizes of bottles are used, especially in the public markets.
Here the bottles range from one-quarter of pint size to a pint size,
and of different Shapes. Because of the scarcity of bottles eve~
customer is required to provide his or her own bottle into which the
purchased quantity is emptied. In this case the cost of the bottle
is not reflected in the cost of the oil as it is in tl.e case of factory
bottled oils. In many food bottling establishments t.he only t;ype of'
bottle used is the pint beer bottle. This is because of its ready
availability and the fact that for the fill-in weights re~uired,
there ~re no other bottles available.

. •./14.
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A bottle manufacturing factory exists in ~lana but it is
unable to meet the specific demands of some food bottling plants
because of lack of specific molds for bottle fabrication. Regular
production from these bottling plants therefore depends on the
purchase of used bottles especially the pint beer bottles.
Closures for Glass Containers

Principally, closures for glass containers are required to
seal the contents against leakage and contamination from external
sources and to make the contents readily available to the user. In
the brewing and soft drinks industries the closure most widely used
is the crown oork, ,.rhichhas, a series of flutes around its skirt and
the capping chuck closes the flutes under a ring on the bottle finish
holdinG it securely against considerable internal pressure, Since
most O·C:WI' food bottlihg companies make use of the pint beer bottle
it is nctur-aL that for sealing of the containers t~o cr-own corks are
used. ;-llrilethe glass container is .inert, the closures are not. In
addition, used closures may not have the same sealinG prOl)erties as
unused ones. Moreover, it has been observed that t~le used closores
or caps do not undergo through sanitizing before use. In such
ciroumstances the closures either assist or are the souroe of
contamination of the contents.

For some time now, preserves (jam and marmalade) manufacturera
have been using the "Omnia" type of closure for their bottles.
Recently, however a state corporation which is the largest manufacturer
of preserves, and upon whom the small manufacturers depend for their
bottles, has suddenly changed to using a different type of bottle and
closure (twist-off cap) for their preserves thus creating a big problem
for the small manufacturers with "Omnia" sealing machines •

•. ./15.
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In public markets closures for glass oontuinors consists
ofchc widely-used crown cap, dressed soft wooel sho.pcd to fit tightly
into the neck of the bottles and twisted waste stcc i.onory or paper,
and deftly shaped dried corn sheath large enough to fit into the neok
of tho glass containers (See plate 3 page •••). For 'wide-mouth
bottles, the closures consist of a newspaper or ~aste stationery
spread over the top of the bottle and skirted around the neok to
wh Lch it is held securely by a rubber band or a thread. Due to
overfilling, closures used for glass containers in the public
markets almost invariably glaze the top of the liquiQ contents or
soak into the contents and thus pass into the contents a~
contaminants they may be carrying.
Labelling

Labelling in the food bottling industry is nore satisfactory
than in the canning industry, especially in the beer, soft drinks,
spirits and edible oil industries. It is only in these bottling
firms where products are advertised and brand names popularized.

In small food bottling firms, labelling of bottled foods' is
practised but the design and colour of moat labels lack sales appeal.

In the public markets where little is known of the technology
of food packaging though it is practised, labellins is not considered
necosso.ry, because, the contents of the bottles, b.einG easily

r-e cogntlz ab'Le , serve to identify the products. Tn tsome cases" labels
on used bottles are not removed before they are .l"'illeCw ith processed
foods. Such a 5ituation is shown in plate 2 paf:,"8••• whe re used
bottles with labels have been filled with palm oil Lnd palm kernel
oil respectively.

4. PACKAGING IN FLEXIBLE CONTAINERS

Flexible packaging materials include plastic films, aluminium
foil, papers and paper boards which are wrapped about a product, or
if preformed, require a physical support during fillinG_ This
therefore exclUdes rigid cartons of paperboard.

. .• /16.



Bottled edible vegetable oil uith dried corn sheaths
as closures for bottles.

Plate 3
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~es of flexible containers in use
Of the many flexible materials used for food packaging in

Ghana, plastic films are the most widely used. Even vrithin the plastic
group, polythene is the only film which enjoys monopoly over the
other materials.

PolJ~hene enjoys this privilege because of the following
reasons:

••

a) It is the only plastic film produced by the few plastic
film ma.nufacturers in the country and is therefore readUy
availablej

b) Its cost is low~ 1000 pouches 6" x 4" costing N¢5.40.
c) It is crease-resistant and can therefore be used to wrap

any type of food product.
d) Its strength and toughness allows it to D0 used for

packaging of foods with relatively sharp ends.
e) Its excellent properties of water proof'ne ss CU1C. moisture

proofness enable it to be used in packaging t:le many
dehydrated foods marketed.

f) Its decorative properties allows it to be ~)rinted;
g) It is heat-sealable on most heat-sealinG machines;
h) Because it is fairly transparent foods packaged in it

can be rea.dily recognized by consumers.
Polythene is used in Ghana as a packaging material for all

kinds of foods which include the following: gari (a fermented cassnva
product) cow peas, dried ground pepper, sugar, wet salt, roasted and
unroasted ground nuts, fresh vegetables such as lettuce, sweet pepper
tomatoes, stringed beans etc. Polythene is also us~d in "shrinkable"
skin-tight packaging of dressed fowls and other meat products, and
in the wrapping of bread.

•••/17.
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In addition to polythene, the following pack~binG materials
shown ill.Tc.ble 3 are used to a limited extent.

r.:~tcrial Use s

CeLl.cphane Packaging of sausages and '.::iscuits;
AlUIJinium foil Packaging of chocolates
Glassine Packaging of some bakery products, and

sausage rolls;.
Waxed paper PaCkaging toffee, bakery products;

Folding Paper-
Board carton Packaging of rice, tapioca;
Plastic Packaging of dried, powdered hot pepper,
containers powdered ginger and other dried

products
Aluminium FoD/ Vacuum packaging of roasted ground
Paper laminate coffee and ground cocoa
Liquid-tight paper
containers
(Tetra paCks) Packaging of reconstituted milk

Problema with packaging in fl~ible oontainers
The use of flexible materials for food packaging, like

other packaging materials, creates problems. There problems are
aggravated v.hen the choice of the packaging materials is liraited
and performance evaluation of packages are not unde r-cc '~cn. The
most com.ion of these problems are moisture and oxygen problems •

•••/18.
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The Moisture Problem
In the packaging of dry or moist solid foods the objective

is to keep the moisture gain on loss through the package Nithin
limits to ensure acceptability throughout the maximum desired shelf-
life at all seasons in the desired marketing area. Food rnanufacturers
and packers are, however, ignorant of the desired shelf-life or keeping
quali ty of their products, and therefore, depend on the "goodwill"
of environmental conditions in marketing areas to promote shelf-life
extension •. In the departmental stores and public markets, moisture
gain is observod in:-

a) biscuits becoming damp and soft, and thus losing their
freshness and cripsness;

b) chocolates becoming soft due to moisture picl~-up and
high temperatures~

c) sugar and salt becoming moist and cnking;
d) flour becoming moldy and attracting weevils;
e) [,round dehydrated pepper becoming moldy and losing

its pungency;
r) bakery products becoming moldy.
One of the contributing factors to the moisture gain in the

foods packaged ,in polythene is ineffective sealing because many food
manufacturers, packers and retailers have no sealing machines vrith
which to heat-seal the all-purpose polythene punches. Often the open
ends of the pouches are ~visted and tied with a rubber bend or,thread.
In most cases, these tr/isted ends cause moisture gain in dry foods
resulting in quality changes.

In Ghana, the 300 gauge (0.003 in) polythene is the most widely
used for food packaging. From all aocounts, it ap~ears that it is
also the only one produced most by the few plastic film manufactUrers.
\~ere protection demands a thicker gauge, or a laminate of polythene
it cannot be obtained. Cellophane and aluminium foil used are, however,'
imported and specifications for specific purposes are usually the
recommendations of overseas food packers or film manufacturers. In
some cases these specifications are unable to meet the requirements
of local environmental conditions.
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~vidence of this can be obtained from the bake~ and
confectionery trades where materials for packaging biscuits do not
prevent moisture pick-up and loss of crispness.

luso, in the chocolate trade, protection from pai1G1Y<11uminium
foil is llOt enough and this results in moisture pi.ck-up (L1C to the
high r-e Lct.Lv e humidity and high temperature conditions i.)revalentin
depar-tmcrrcr.L store s,
The Oxygen Problem

OrJgen is probably the most destructive of tho ab~nts that
have access to plastic packages.

The predominant deteriorating influence of oxygen in packaged
foods in Ghana is the result of leakage or permeation of the package.
As already indicated, polythenc POUCh8S for foods are not hea~ealed
and even when they are heat-sealed there is almost invariably a small
amount of oxygen within the package, because of improper sealing.
As many of these foods are exposed to intense light especialiy in the
public markets, considerable quality damage due to oxidation
takesJPlaco. Such oxidative deterioration occurs in most dried or
dehydrated packaged foods with high moisture content. In a dehydrated
produce like ground pepper, for instance, the deteriorating influence
of oxygen coup~ed with intense light results in bleaching. To prevent
such oxidative deterioration vacuum packing is practised in the
packaging of ground coffee, ground cocoa and some meat products such
as bacon. Leakage or permeation of the package by o)..'Ye,cn can.be
corrbr-o lLed by proper packaging which include care in hec.t+see.Li.ng
and vacuum pcckaga.ng, For while the package can exc Lude oxygen, it
cannot remove it from inside and only proper packag.ing ccn prevent
the dam~~~in::::effects of oxygen.

•••/20.
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PreEackaging Problem
Prepackaging is a modern method of merchandising, for it

unitizes loose vegetables and makes them fit in with self-service
retailing. Unlike canning, prepackaging is more a method of marketing
than a method of preservation. It is therefore important that
produce for prepackaging be of good quality to insure a PQcka~ which
will satisfy the consumer.

Regretably however, most vegetables selected for prepackaging
have defective parts and because they are not trimmed most
prepackaged vegetables on sale are commonly found to be in a state of
deterioration - a state which is even aggravated by th8 fact that
the po Lybhene pouches used for the p rep ackag.i.ngare not ventilated
and tillS results in moisture condensation within the pr.ck and thus
greatly Lccelerates the deterioration of the ve~tables.

In order to enhance the sales value of prepackc.t>'Oc"lvegetables,
produce selected for prepackaging must be without de f'e cti.veparts.
If they happen to be defective, then they must be carefully trimmed
to remove the defects.

It is also important that plastic films for prepackaging
vegetables be ventilated to allow the entry of oxygen and the escape
of carbon dioxide. For if the package does not permit air eXChange,
the oxygen is soon used up in respiration and fermentation begins.
Soon alcohol and other harmful compounds which give ,vegetables off-
flavours are produced.

Normal leakage through seams or poor seals should not be
trusted as providing sufficient ventilation. The number and sizes of
perforations for ventilation per package depends upon the product and
the quantity being prepackaged and can be determine4 by tests. Often
~-inch diameter holes are suggested for small packages weighing 1t
pounds or less and 32 to 40 for larger packages 3 to 10 pounds. These
suggestions are only guides and the best way to determine the number
of holes is through experimentation.

•••/21.
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Careful handling from harvest to consumer can also increase
the chances of successful prepackaging of vegetables. In addition,
the stage of maturity or ripeness of vegetables is importnnt. For
instance, tomatoes for prepackaging need to be ripened on~ to
marketable stage. For, if they are packed in the early turning
stage, they ripen unevenly and make unattractive package.

It is a modern practice to cool harvested produce for
prepackaging, promptly and adequate~. Cooling at near 32°F (OOC)
retards discoloration, decay and moisture loss, thus maintaining the
quality of the product. In Ghana where large-scale prepackaging is
not practised, the provision of ice-cold containers for cooling
harvested produce intended for prepackaging is necessary. For
successful prepackaging therefore the initial quality of the produce,
its preparation, the cooling or refrigeration it undergoes after
harvesting and the package ventilation are the most important
considerations 'which out-weigh the type of plastic film used.
LabelJ.ing

Satisfactory labelling of packages is pr-ac t i aed in the most
product~ and biscuits trades. Most, if not all, the l~bols in these
trades have cl.efinite sales-including points. These labels are ,
however, not made locally.

In other trades where paper is used as a contain8r, such as
rice, reconstituted milk and tapioca, labelling is ,also quite
satisfactory. Except the reconstituted milk package, the othe.rs have
their labelling made locally.

In most flexible packages especially polythene, no labelling
is undertaken and the recognition of the package contents is used to
serve as identification of the product. Such prac~ice occurs both
in the public markets and in the departmental stores.

5. TRADITIONAL FOOD PACKAGING
Traditional f'ood packaging here r-ef'er-s to the ,pm:ik:J.8ingof

traditional or staple foods in traditional materials. The techniques
and materials used in such packaging have evolved from the different
ways of traditional food preparations.
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Traditional food packaging in Ghana is concerned primarily
with using materials as vehicles for their contents or as units of
sale for their contents. In the practice of such packaging, however,
a certain amount of protection is afforded the contents.

Also, processors concerned with traditional food packaging
are mostly illiterates who have little or no knowled@e of food
packaging as practised in technologically advanced countries - their
vocation h~ving been passed on to them by close relatives.

The materials used in traditional food packaging ~re of
two main t-;roups.

a) t:1ose for which the materials are used as wr3i)J?crsor
htrays" before being heat-processed, and

b) those aIr-eady heat-processed for which the !lli.1-cerio.ls
serve as retail units of sale.

Packaging in leaves and sheaths
Foods packaged in leaves and sheaths are, by and large, maize

and cassava products of fermentation. The leaves used are of three
main types:

•

a) plantain leaves (~paradisica);
b) le~ves from the plant Thespesia populnes which belong to

the family Malvacaea;
c) broad leaves from the plant Marantocloa sPp. of the

family Marantaceae.
There are also two other types of leaves but these are not used to
any great extent and are more or less confined to one region of the
count~. These are: cassava leaves (Manihot ~) and leaves from the
plant Tectona grandis which belong to the fami~ Verbenaceae.

In addition to the leaves dried corn or maize sheaths
(Zeamays) are used extensively •
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P~b~ems-w~th EaQk~gin5 in leuve~ ~nd sheaths
In order to package traditional foods. manual moulding and

shaping into specific forms and sizes of the prepared ra~lmaterials
are undertaken before wrapping with a layer or more of the leaves or
sheaths. Where dried plantain leaves are used. tl~e to six layers
of the leaves are required and the entire surface of the food contents
is covor-e d,

Examples of foods sO packaged are Fanti Kenkey"', see Plate 4
pa@8 ••• , Ashanku~ and Nsihu*. Leaves from the plant Thespesia
populnes are. however, not used as such, but rather as a baseplate
onto which the moulded raw prepared food is pl<'.ccdbefore being heat-
processed as in Abolo*. At times the sides of the food are also
covered as in Ablongo*. Thus in the first case about ~ of the food
contents is exposed to external contamination. Also, foods which
are packaged in corn sheaths always have about 1i:, part exposed to
external contamination.

•

Colour nnd flavour changes in materials and their con\:;~~
A common phenomenum which occurs with usin", :3om(;leaves as

pac:~i..t;in[materials is the change in their colour. In plantain leaves,
tile s.c.rkbrown colour changes to almost black when -under the action
of b8iling water. In the process of colour chan6B, certain water-
soluole pigments'of the leaves are exuded and become dissolved in the
cookin.:;water. The food contents in the course of the cooking process,
i1'1bibesa certain amount of this water and thus aids in giving the
food a characteristic flavour. In addition, the outer surface of
the food contents acquires a darkened surface due apparently, to the
contact between the wrapper and the outer surface of the food contents.
Examples of these are found in Fanti Kenkey· and Ashanku=, In the
case of corn sheaths the colour change is not marked, but a charac-
teristic flavour results due apparont~, to the combined reaction
between the food, and the water-soluble and volatile constitutents
of the sheath.

*Milled, fermented and oooked maize preparations.



Traditional food (Kankay)packaged in different :forms.
The wrapper/packagingmaterial for the middle foodstuff is

sun-dried banana leaves while suh-dried corn sheaths

are used as wrappers for the other two.

Plate 4
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In packaged foods whi.ch have a greo.ter'part of the contents
exposes, charring of the leaves occur wher-e tlle thermal processing is
baking and a relatively little change in colour wher-e the thermal
process is steam-cooking. In both cases, it is difficult to say ITith
any degree of certainty whether the colour changes in the leaves
have any effect on the characteristic flavour of the food contents.
Shelf-life of traditionally packaged fOc:fL15

Man! of the foods packaged in leaves and sheaths have very
short shelf-life. This can be attributed in the main, to the inadequate
protection provided by the packaging materials and the uncontrolled
methods of preparation.

Laboratory experiments (See Tables 4-, 5, and 6) show that
some of these foods can be kept for only two days without any evidence
of spoilage. However, in most cases dessication of the exposed
surfaces of such foods takes place. Foods nhich are fully Vlrapped
with three to six layers of leaves, howevor, can be kept up to fourteen
days and still be dible in spite of visible mold growth on the
external surface of the packaging material.

The experimental results show t,lC."~ mer-c Ly wrapping these foods
in other packaging materials such as aluminium foil or polyethylene
film doe:s not extent their shelf-life but in some cases may rather
contribute to rapid spoilage.
Availability. cost and supply of Eacka~ng mateJ:ial§

The results of a survey (See Appendix ••••) show that the
packaging materials, leaves and sheaths, especially the leaves, are
obtained from specific areas in the country and that some of them are
seasonal. For example, corn sheaths are in abundance during the corn
harvesting season, June to August. During this period the price of
a sack load ranges from N00.30 to N01.20 which becomes N01.20 to
N04-.00 during the off-season - a fantastic 300,% to 4-00% price increase.
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TABLE 4 (i)

G.A KENKEY

--- --- ;UNWRAPPED Si>l,,1J?LE(CONTROL)
DAY % RH/oC Obse :-vedq;~hl;S

Flavour i.:.Dpearance--
1 70/27.5 Normal Norur.L, fresh

--
Product - dry and hard

2 76/26.0 Slight extornalJ,yj no change in
wr-aope r

Product dry outside with
white Mould growth

3 70/27.0 saMe as above light brown colour change
outside.

Mould growth becomes
multicoloured wrapper

4 74/26.5 Same as above extremely dry and
product very hard.

5 72/27.0 Same as above Same .J.sabove
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TABLE 4 (ii)

GA KENKEY

SAMPLE IN POLYTHENE BAG
DAY % R..l1/oC Observed Changes

Flavour Appearance

1 70/27.5 Normal Normal, Fresh

Mould appears:
2 76/26.0 flight packaging materials,

corn shoat.h , starts
to dry (Jut.
Mould groTIth becomes

3 70/27.0 Same as above extensive.

Mould 6TOYith now
4 74/26.5 Same as above exteuslv e 8Xld

prominent; condensed
wat(~r VL_)OUr whitish.

r--'

5 72/27.0 Same as above Same as o.bove_.
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TABLE 4- (iii)
GA KENKEY

SAMPLE IN ALUMINIUM FOIL
DAY % RH/oc Observed Changes --Flavour Appearance ---

1 70/27.5 Nonnal Normal, Fresh
---

2 76/26.0 Slight ~Yhite mould growth
----

3 70/27.0 Pronounoed White mould growth
becomes extensive

Produo t completely
deteriorates; mould of

4- 74-/26.5 Smell all shades of colour
mouldy now covering product

Product now difficult
5 72/27.0 Same to identify - due to

as above high degree of spoilage;
complete coverage with
mould
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TABLE 5 (i)

l"ANTI KENKEY

UNWRAPPED SAMPLE (CONTROL)
DAY % BRloC Observed Changes

Flavour Appearance

1 70/27.5 Normal Normal, Fresh

2 76/26.0 Slight Slight ~ould growth

3 70/27.0 Same as above Slight mould growth

4 74/26.5 Same as above Mould growth lessens;
contents of packages begin
to harden

Same as on day 4 but with
5 72/27.0 Same as above slight increase.

..
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FAN T I KENKEY

SAMPLE IN POLYTHENE BAG-
DAY % RHjOC Observed Changes

Flavour Appearance

I 1 70/27.5 Normal Normal, Fresh

Steam condensed in polythene:
2 76/26.0 Slight slight mould growth on wrapper

Steam still condenses in
3 70/27.0 $.ame as polythone white mould

above
- ~-

Condensed ~ater vapour bocom8S·
4 74/26.5 Same as whitish in colour; white noulcl

above growth becomes extensive.
.~

Same as in day 4 but r;i-'ch
5 72/27.0 Same as slight increase.

above

)
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TABLE 5 (iii)

FANTI KENKEY

SAMPLE IN ALmUNIUUI FOIL
DAY % RHjlc Observed Changes

Flavour Appearance

1 70/27.5 Normal Normal, Fresh
t-

Water vapour condenses
2 76/26.0 Slight inside foil; product appears

fresh but mould growth
begins.

3 70/27.0 Same as White mould gro••th becomes
above extensive

-_._,-
4 74/26.5 Same as White mould growth

above increasingly extensive

Wrapper still moisture
5 72./27.0 Same as laden; product considerably

above soft; ••hite and yellow

I mould gron-th extensive.
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TABLE 6 (i)

A G I D I

UNWRAPPED SAMPLE (CONTROL)
DAY % RH;oC Observed Changes

Flavour Appearance

1 70/27.5 Normal Normal, Fresh

2 76/26.0 No Same as above
change

3 70/27.0 Mould White mould growth becomes
growth evident
smell
foul

~ -
4 74/26.5 Same as Edge of contents changes to

above yellowish green

Black and white mould growth

I 5 72/27.0 Same as appear both on the contents
i and on the wrappers
I
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TABLE 6 (ii)

A G I D I

--

SAl.:LPLEIN POLYTHE1·IE BAG
DAY % RlI/oC Observed Changes

Flavour Appearance

1 70/27.5 Normal Normal, Fresh

Appears fresh soft; wrapper
2 76/26.0 Slight colour ohange s from green to

changes yellow

Same as above. lUso condensa-
3 70/27.0 Same as tion of water vapour inside

above wrapper

Wrapper colour changes from
4 74/26.5 Seme as yellowish to brownish.

above Evidence of external moulq
growth.

Colour change in wrapper
5 72/27.0 Same as becomes prominent; mould growth

becomes extensive.
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TABLE 6 (iii)

AG-IDI

SAMPLE IN ALUfilINIUM FOIL
DAY % RH/oC Observed Change s

Flavour Appearance
-~--

1 70/27.5 Normal No rma.l ; Fresh

White nould growth appear-s

2 76/26.0 No condensation of water vapour
change within the wrapper

~

3 70/27.0 Slight Mould growth becomes
change pronounced

Extensive mould growth. Colour
4 74/26.5 Strong change in contents· wrapper

odour of colour changes from green to
product yellow

Mould Edges of contents becpme
5 72/27.0 smell of watery

product ._.__ ..
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In order to h~ve good quality materials for packaging, it

is important tlE-C the purchaser and the supplier agree on c er'cclin

specifications on tl1C mater i.aLs, No such agreement is, however ,

entered into th() pur-chase of traditional packaging raaber-LaLe, Tilis

is because the :::u),.lier, on one hend , is unable to give specifications

as to the +ypcs of l'li.'.teri8.1s he is able to supply, and on the other

hand the pur-chaser- ~_3 unable to give specifications as to the tyPe of

material required as he has no knowledge of particular specificGtions •.

The supplier therefore, supplies what he can lay hands on and the

purchaser purchases wha-:~ev8ris offered. One thing which the purchaser-

makes cert~in of, honever, is that purchases are made from proven

suppliers who can be relied upon and with whombar-gai.rri.ng prices can

be entered into~

Labelling

In packages where portions of the food contents are exposed,

such portions serve to identify t~1e contents. However, they do not

indicate the quality of the product and only previous experience

with that particular food ensures this. Vrnere no part of the contents

of a package is exposed, t.he only Fay of knowi.ng the contents is

from a previous knor/Ledge,

The methods used in packaging, the materials used, and the

f~ct that most of the foods 0.1'0 consumed within a dlly Or two nfter

processing mc.ke Illbelling of the p1?-ckagesunnecessary in some c-=:.ses.

In addition, the packaging materials do not lend themsc::lv',-,s

to printing~

LabeLl.Ln-, mr.y be necessary when methods of pr-ocessi.ng these

foods and tho T;1~'-:;o:i.'io.lsused in their packaging as well as their

methods of pro ocrrccta on , have all been changsd ,

Packagi.!!tL_~~~OU nC1,!.-sj2apers,newsJ2!'_~nt.~-?_u,'§2_dcement bags

Foods for ir":-:ichused ne\7spapers} newsprint, used cemorrt ba-gs

etc. and leaves arc the wrappers include fried or roasted plantain,

fried or roasted yaGill and cocoyams, roasted ground~uts, smoked or

fried fish, roC'.stcd pork, cooked rice and beans etce as shown in
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Appendix ••• The foods are often sold a'Longjroad sides o.n:::' in
and around J..;hc: )ublic markets, for the most par-t of a 24-hour ~".y.
Problems Hi"(;h~.)<:ckagingin used wrappers

There era nlO main problems:
a) Contamination of the food contents from externc.l sources;
b) Contamination of the food cohtenta from the wrappers.

Contamination from external sources
The preparation of these foods along roed sides and in and

around public rnarke t s expose them to external contamination of all
kinds. Such contamination include dust, exhaust fumes from motor
vehicles, filth from flies and other insects, filth from human food
handlers etC.
Coritamination from wrappers

One source of contamination of the food contents is from
printed matter from newspapers. This occurs mostly with fried food-
stuffs. Where the ink used in printing contains obnoxious substances
the foods so contaminated become harmful. A research into the
cumulative effect on the body system of such contaminated foods is
necessa~. Another source of contamination is from used portlc.nd
cement bags. In most cases, the cement bags used as wrappers contain
small amounts of cement Ylhich are picked up by the ~ood contcl1-Gs.
Where the f'co c.scontain water dlroil, a reaction between t.hcm r.nd tho
cement is likoly, as cement is known to bind with water in C~10 presence
of oxygen. ·:r~·i(; effect of consumption of small amounts of cencrrt in
this fashion is not kno,(lland needs investigating by both medical and
food research workers. .A third source of food contamination by the
wrappers relate to accumulated dirt and filth on the used papers
during handling and storage. Leaf wrappers may also have dirt on
them but in most cases they are relatively cleaner and more sanitary
as a packaging material.

•••/36.
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DISCUSSIONS .AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Sanitar.Y aspects of handling and storing packaging materials
Packaging materials are used to protect food from contami-

nation. Therefore, they must be handled and stored as to preclude
all possibilities of their becoming contaminated befor8 they are used
in packaging operation.
Metal Containers

It is necessary that empty cans be washeJ before filling. The
r:~'Shinb of the cans prior to receiving their contents Hill prevent
t:i.C inclusion of foreign materials such as me t.aL, :~l.::-.ss, stones, and
other extraneous materials such as irtsects or pest fro.gments in the
packaged food. Can washing will prevent unf'avourc..bLo consumer
reaction. Not onlY should cans be cleaned before filling but it is
important that they should prevent a clean appearanco for effective
mercho.ndising.

Containers should be stored in rooms "hioh prevent the
ingress of vapours or dush of any description.
~lass Containers

As most food bottling establishments depend on used bottles,
it is important that proper discretion is exercised in the thorough
oleaning and sanitizing before filling. Even when glass bottles from
a storage supply is to be used, adequate cleaning and sanitizing with
suitable detergents are necessary.

Bottle closures should also be sanitized with hot water and
detergent before re-using.

~lass containers should be stored in clean, sealed shipping
cases until ready for use.
Flexible Packaging Materials

Flexible packaging materials such as paper c~d films of all
kinds, should be kept sealed in their original si1il))inbcontainers
until ready for use. Any opened packages which ~l',-, not complete~
used shouLd be closed and. sealed unt:1.~ needed. Cere must be exercised
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to prevent exposure of the packaging materials to excessive heat as
much of it cnn be dried out to the degreo where disintegration will
take place - a condition that ruins the packaging value and invariably
results in considerable economic loss.
Traditional packaging materials

It is important that traditional po.cknging materials be
adequately cleaned before use to remove dirt, insect fragments and
insect eggs and rodent dropings from them. Adequate storage area
free from flies, dust, and not infested with rats, and well-ventilated
should be provided for such materials. Storage containers should also
be adequate~ clean.
Labelling and sales aEpea1

The importance of careful labelling and choice of bright and
attractive design cannot be over-estimated, Ls besides indicating to
the consumer and contents of the container, t: well-chosen label is
often a selling feature for a new product. llowevcr , rules governing
packaging and labelling should not be ehor-t-ohcnged in favour of
attractive packaging. The information to be ~urnished should be
considered on its merits accorcling to the:natura of article packaged.
As a guide in labelling food packages the fol10Hing sugGestions are made:

a) Full description of the article or commodity;
b) Size, i1eight or number of units etc. where necessary;
c) Instructions for use, recipes and other-r-ecommended uses;
d) Legal marking, i1hen a law requires certain information

to be shown;
e) Dates of manufacture and expiration for items having

lirnited life;
f) Trade mark or name of manufacturer, and country or origin:
g) Advertising matter.
Mislabelling, deceitful design and negligent packaging and

adulteration can lead to financial losses and, with Ghana's food laws
and regulations promulgated, lead to serious legal consequences, and
can cause irreparable damage from the loss of consumer goodwill.
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~ackag8 Design
.Apart from the functional aspects of )c..ckc,sing,it is also

.i.mpor-t arrtto emphasize package design. For ef'I'cc tivc merchandising the
)ccckage must do more than protect the food. I'~ nu st be able to capture
the imagination of the consumer in order to Cl'c;('.t0 c.ni!'lIIlediate
motivation to buy. The paelca ge must be abr-eest ~.ith changed situations
end ways of living.

It may therefore be necessary for some larGe food processing
establishments to engage the services of design artists, with lively
inagination, and who are versed in the vagaries of fashion and how
they affect style, to design both functional end effective packa@8s.
Evaluation of packages and packagin~ materials

There has been public outery, in recent months, for the need
to improve the quality of locally-made products. The hardiest hit in
this public feeling, are packaged food products. This is because most
of the locally-produces foods are inferior in quality to their imported
counterparts. It is true to say that locally-produced food products
are not evaluated in terms of their merchandising performance. Such
evaluation involves the testing of the packages and their shipping
containers as well as the materials used in their fabrication, for the
basic purpose of predetermining their probable performance when ~ut
in actual use.

Performance tests on complete or on vYcJcrly determined
sogments of packages are the key to the selection of the best functional
d.esLgns and also to the maintenance of accepcc.b.Lcquality once the
pr oper- designs have been selected. Such tcses shouLd include storage
tests for packaging materials and their contents, to determine probable
keeping qualities under climatic conditions in yossible areas of
distribution; thermal and impact breakages tests on glass containers;
moisture, oxygen and strength properties tests on flexible packages
and traditional materials; to nane but a few. Such tests can prevent
wGsteful initial expenditure as well as darna@8s to improperly protected
packa~d products and can act as a means of achieving substantial
packaging economies.
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Provision of Packaging Materials:
Flexible materials
The use of flexible packaging materials especially, plastic films,
is fast increasing in Ghana. Unfortunately, the types in use are
woefully inadequate to meet the packaging deme:.ndsof various foods.
Apart from polythone, most of the other materi~ls such as cellophane,
folding carton, and aluminium foil, are all imported by their users.
1'0 help improve the shelf-life of some package., :oo~.s cs well as
cu tt i.ng down the over-dependence on polythene [".,)1'[,11 flexible
~)L1.c1wgingneeds , it is Lmpo r-t.arrt that these nacc r-Lc.Ls are produced
loc~lly. Thus the granting of individual im)o1't liconces to some
food establishments for these packaging mat.e r-i.r.Ls should ce ase and

be
the licenoes shoula[transferred to firms dealing Hith such materials
to import machinery and raw materials for the local production of
the packaging materials. Any firm given such opportunity, whether
government or otherNise, should be made to give a guarantee of
reoruiting professionally qualified personnel for producing the
food packaging materials. To be able to make such new venture
economically viable there should be a relaxation of the import tax
on raw materials for the production of these packaging matorials.
Regarding aluminium foil the possibility of establishing a firm to
manufacture it from our local aluminium products must be seriously
considered.
Metal Containers:
All the state canneries and a private cannery in the country,
have facilities for the manufacture of round open-rtop cans. In
spite of this, these canneries especially tho state canneries, have
been importing very large quantities of cans fo~ their food
products simply because import licence for tinplc,te sheets for
fab~ication of the cans is not being granted. It is important that
ir.J.~)ortlicences be granted for the purchase of lc.c.queredand/or
un Lcc quer-ed tinplate of the right composition in.o i-d er- to put the
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many idle can making machines, which have cost the country so much
foreign exchange, into operation. With enough tinplate available,
these canneries can make enough cans to feed their factories and also
sell some to small food manufacturers and eventually to non-food
business concerns like the petrOleum industry. The success of this
venture will depend on the recruitment of qualified can making and
decorating personnel end the training of local man-power in can making.

Alternatively, a can manufacturing fuctory can bo established
to manufacture all types of cans for both the food Gnd other industries
rrhi.ch use cans while leaving canneries to make their own cans. In
such a factory, research and development wor'k on can making and can
decoration could be undertaken for any inc::.u.::;try.

..

Iirappers
Food contamination by wrapping ffiGte:ri-.lsis very conraon in

Ghana. It is, therefore, necessary for municipal or town councils
to pass bye-laws must be rigidly enforced. Honover, before rigid
enforcement is undertaken, alternGtive matorials, cheaply priced and
of gpod quality, should be readily available for use.

It is important at the moment, for medical and food research
organizations to conduct investigations into food co'ntamination by
such wrappers with a view to assessing the extent of their effect
on the human body.
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APPENDIX

TRADITIONALFOODPACKJ:.GING*

Ty~e ~nd Description

of ;-,w.terial

Dried Maize

cob sheath

Populnes~--------------J---------~~====~--~--~

cost

Price per sack

when in season

30Np-N¢1.20

price during

off season

N¢1.20-N¢4- ••00

Fresh Grcun LO[eVOS

be longinG~o the

called Tiles JOi:da--.,--

Bundle of about 70
leaves costs 3Np.

Il\1hereabtainable

i\yika. Dobro ,

Koforidua,

Nsawam, Tafo,

Somanya etc.

Agbogba, Of'aakc

Oyarifa etc.

Uses

For packaging

Ga Kenkey

Fomfom,ilkpiti

For packaging Aboloo

Also, used in bread

baking, the loaves

being plaoed on the

leaves •

... See glossary for the meaning of unfamiliar words.
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Green leaves, Broad,

Type and Description Dried Bannna Simple, smooth \,ith

of Material Ileaves ~"lith the entire margins and

lnid-rib remvcd be longing to tho

family of ~iyc~~Cec.e

-- .-
15Np-20Np. per Bundle of 80 - 90

Cost bundle leaves costs 3Np.

Where obt.ad.nab'Le Ak:imOda, Bedru, Swedru , ate.
Odobin, Braku

Fo su , Ansah etc.

,

For packaging For packaging i..gidi *
Uses AbLongo " and

Kenkey=

~:See glossary
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APPENDIX
TRJiDITIONAL FOOD 1KRAPPERS

Type and Description of
Mc.teric.l

Newsprint

r-----~~--------------------~------------------------------------
Cost A pound (lb.) costs 8NP.

~----------.----------------~~----------------------------,-~-~
Where obtc.inable From the offices such as

Daily Graphic Corporation

Uses

Meat, Tatale*, Yakayake*f
Fish, Roasted and Fried Red
Plantain, Cocoyam and yam,
Cake, Bread Kalewele*, K~nkey,
Doughnuts, Tigernuts, Roasted
and boiled Groundnuts,
Apr-epr-ansav , Apiti, Kakz-o>,
Nkyekye rewa", M£re and Rice
and Stew

* See gloss2.ry
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Type and Description of
Material

Used Exercise Books

~----------.------------4-----------------------------

cost

Depending upon the sizes, but
normally sold at 3Np. per
copy. It is also usually
obtained free of char@8.

Where obtain~ble
From school children,
Teachers and students.

.•.

Uses

Roasted and boiled groundnuts,
Bread, Kenkey*, Frie~ and
Baked Red Plantain, Ka Lewe Lev ,

Cake, Doughnuts, Tatale~,
Yakeyake v , Fish, Meat, ApitF,
Kekro ", M£.re:;:,Yam, Ko Li.ko",

>" See glossary
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Type ~nd Description of
Material

Newspapers

+-----------~,------------~----------------------------~-~.-

Cost

100 Units for N¢O.40 Bundle
(500 Units) for N¢2.00 but,
usually sold at N¢2.50-Nt3,oO

+--------+-------1
Whore obtainable

From the offices of Daily
Graphic and Chanc i.anTime s•
Also from readers

Uses

Roasted and boiled groundunuts,
tigernuts, bread, ke nkeyv ,
fridd and baked red plantain,
kelewele*, cake, doughnuts,
yakayake*, tatale*, fish, meat,
fried and baked or roasted yam
and cocoyam, kakr-o=, ap i,tii.:
and aprapransa*.

J

* See glossary
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r Type and Description of
material

National Pools Coupons

Cost 10 Units cost 5 to 6Np.

Where obtainable From the workers and officials
of the Football Pools Authority

Uses

Wrappers for roasted al~ boiled
groundnuts, rice and s·cen ,

tigernuts, tatale*, pe)~Jer,
kenkey*, bread, doughnuGs,

fish; 'toma'toc s Ismoked and fresh
aprapransa* etc.

>I< See glossary
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Type and De~cription of
Material Portland Cement paper

Cost 1 Unit costs 3Np. a bundle or
6 units cost 10Np.

Where obtuinable
Obtained from building contrac-
tors, masons Qnd mostly from
the labourers on bu i.Ldd.ng sites.

r------------------------+--------------------------------

Uses

fill wrappers for cooked rice.;c.nd
stew, kenkey, doughnuts, fried
ripe plantain, roasted.2nd
boiled groundnuts, fish,
tatale* and aprapransa*.

* See glossary
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Type and Description of Leaves belonging to the species
Material of the family Maranteceae

Obtained from villages around
Where obtainable Bogoso, Bososo, Nsawam and Tafo

Cost 30 single units cost 6Np.

-~.~

Uses See uses of Portland Cement
paper

* See glossary

=
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and Description IType of Radio Review Magc.zinc !

Materiai

Cost 3 booklets cost 3Np.

Obtained from workers, many of
Where obtainable whon are fron the Broadcc.sting

Corporation

Uses See uses of Portland. Ccmcrrt

Paper

* See the glo8sary
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Type and Description of
Material

Leaves belonging to the
species of the family
Marantaceae

Cost
A bundle containing 25 - 30
units costs 3Np. A bundlo
with 80 single units cost 7Np.

t--------------t--------------.-----

Wher.:;obt.e.Lnab'Ie

From villa~s ~ound oCJoso,
Koforidua, Somanya and ~~fo

t--------------+--------------.- .._._--t

Uses

Meat, Fish" Tatale, .Aprc-.prc.nsa(!,
More*, GariJII, Agidi:\l,Ko Lanut.s,
Rice and Stew, Kerikey? Cl.nd
Fried and Roasted rod PIMtain.

* See glossary
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Type and Description of
Materic.l

Typewriting papers (Green,
Blue, Pink and yellow typos)

+---------------------------~r_--------------------------~-~---

Cost
The cost varies from pl~c~ to
place and also depends on chG
quality. A bundle may cost
9Np.

Where obtainable
Obtained fron officers and
workers from different offices,

Uses

Roc.sted ~nd boiled groundnuts,
Fried and bakes red plantc.in,
doughnuts, pepper, tomatoes,
Apr-apr-ans a=, 'I'atale, Ke,nkey~,
Rice and Stew, KKkro ':,.Bread,
Ko liko~' nnd Yakayake i.\

* See glossary
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Type end Do scription of Corrnnercialand Industri2.l
Matcri~.l Bulletin

.- --~
Cost The cost var-Lea from pl<..ccto

I pLace

Obtained from workers and
Where obte.inable other officials de ali.ngnith

such documents

Yakuyake ", T~tale, Broad, Rice
and Stew, Kakr-o?; Roasted and

Uses boiled groundnuts, Fried and
baked Plantain, Yam ond
cocoyam; douglmuts, fish;mcot,
kenkey ond pepper

* See glossary
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GL%SLllY OF UNFAMILIAR TERMS USED n~
'fHE REPORT

Food Cornmoclity Description
Ablongo:- Mnize dough mixed with pounded ripe

plo.ntain nnd pepper and oven-baked

Aboloo:-

Pr-epar-ed from waahed , dchuskcd , and

ground maize, The meal is left to
f'e rmen t for about 8-10 hours. About, ~

of the menl is first boiled uith water
into a fairly thick porridge and then
added to the remaining raw menlo 11

little flour, yeast and salt are added
and then the mixture is allowed to
ferment for the above time. It is
then spooned on to leaves and steaned ,

A mnize product made by soaking maize
grains for one or two days, then milled.
The milled product is then mixed with
w£.!terand strained ~o or throe timea
using a fine sieve or a piece of 'muslinAgidi: -
cloth. The filtrnte is then left to
set and ferment for about 8-10 hours.
The supernatant liquid is decanted and

~the paste boiled with SOi:lt:: uf 'the:,
Jfermonted liquid, then packaged hot into

lonves where it cools o.nd solidifies
into a jelly-+ike mass.

Agushi:- Dried water-melon seeds
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Food Commodity Description

Akpiti:-
Maize dough mixed Yiith 8. small
quantity of pounded ripe plantQin
wrapped up in leaves and then oven-
baked

Fomfon:-

Prepared from maize which has been
dehusked then thoroughly washed before
grinding into a meal. The meal is
left to forment for 8-10 hours, and
then made into balls and packaged
before being cooked. The final
product resembles kenkey but has a
whitish appearance

Kakro:-

Prepared from fully ripe plantain that
has been pounded and mixed with maize
dough in the proportion of 3:1 and
made into balls and then fried in oil

Ripe plantain cut into small slices of
about 1!"-2" long then socked in a
mixture of ground pepper and/or ground
ginger and salt for a brief period and
then fried in oil

Kelewele:-

Tatale:-

Either prepared by cutting ripe
plantain into chips and frying:or
pounding fully ripe plantain, mixing
it up with dough in 3:1 proportion
and frying to produce a diclike product.
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~----------"--~-------'I---------------------------------~·---
Food CO~::Li_~_t_Y I~. D_e_s_c_r_l_· P_t_l_'o_n ~_~~

, Brown rice plus beans eaten ".ri"ch
either stew or Er~ed pepper
mixed with s~lt, ginger and dried
shrimps

Waatsey:-

rrt
J.

Yakayake:-

Prepared from partly dried and
siEted cassava dough to which
salt has been added. It is then
steamed in small quantities. It
fan be served with soup or stew.
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